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 Stacy has been 
connecting people with 
solutions throughout 

her 20+ year career. 
She served the 

corporate world, 
mainly in the 

insurance industry, 

in many roles 
including Sr. 

Actuarial Analyst, Chief of Staff, and 

Business Development.

This 1.5-hour CE arms dentists with knowledge of

tax  strategies they can use to effectively lower their 

taxes. 

About “A Proven Way to Pay Less Taxes” 

Dentists have invested an enormous amount of time, effort and money to become 
successful at something they are extremely passionate about – helping people live 

healthier and happier lives by providing the best possible dental care.  

Most dentists, however, face the challenges of student loans, dental practice loans, and 
loans for new equipment that allow them to take advantage of the latest advances in 
dentistry. These expenses are no surprise and are challenges most dental professionals 

face. The ability to build wealth and secure a strong financial future can seem out of 
reach. The thought of retiring at a reasonable age to enjoy life after dentistry can feel like 

it is being pushed farther and farther away.  

Controlling expenses will lead to an accelerated rate of building wealth. One of the 
largest expenses that dental professionals have is the tax they pay on their income. Tax 
Saving Professionals’ Continuing Education program, “A Proven Way to Pay Less Taxes,” 

arms dentists with knowledge of tax saving strategies they can use to effectively lower 
their taxes, ultimately increasing their income which can be used to enhance both their 

dental practice and their lifestyle. 

About Tax Saving Professionals 

At Tax Saving Professionals, we take a holistic 
approach to your tax planning, business 

strategies, and wealth management to uncover 
your hidden wealth and discover thousands of 

dollars for you. 

 For more than 17 years, our team of tax 
professionals identifies and implements the 

missed, misunderstood, and even unknown tax 
strategies for our clients, so they could ignite their 

hidden wealth and grow that wealth for 
generations to come. 
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Tax Saving Professionals is an ADA CERP Recognized Provider.  

ADA CERP is a service of the American Dental Association to assist dental professionals in identifying quality providers of continuing dental education. ADA CERP does not approve or endorse 

individual courses or instructors, nor does it imply acceptance of credit hours by boards of dentistry. 

Tax Saving Professionals designates this activity for 1 continuing education credit. 




